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Abstract| This article discusses the application of
Pictorial Janus (PJ) for the rapid development and
analysis of protocols by animation and complete visualization. In order to make PJ applicable in the
context of hardware description we rst extend PJ
by timing facilities (Timed PJ) and introduce an approach for integrating VHDL models into this visual framework preserving the simulation semantics
of VHDL. We nally give the example of the speci cation and animation of a non interlocked protocol.

VHDL we introduce the integration of the VHDL simulation cycle with the execution model of Timed PJ (Pictorial (V)HDL).
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
We rst discuss related work in visual representation and
animation. Section II introduces PJ and extends the concepts of PJ by the notion of time (Timed PJ). Section
III introduces Pictorial (V)HDL. Section IV discusses the
application of Timed PJ for the speci cation and animation of bus protocols. The article closes with a conclusion
and outlook.

I. Introduction

The speci cation of protocols is a key activity in parallel
systems design. Timing as well as functional properties,
such as deadlocks, duplicated or lost packets, are critical
issues in protocol design and speci cation. Even if the
utmost care is exercised during protocol design there is a
strong possibility for not catching all errors. Thus, protocol veri cation and protocol validation at each level of
abstraction is of utmost importance[7]. The visual runtime inspection during the simulation can be improved
by an advanced animation. Visualization and animation
tools supporting the analysis and execution of concurrent
programs are expected to play an important role in the
next years [11, 6]. However, only little attention has been
paid for the animation in electronic design automation.
Most of the known design environments provide a statical
representation of the dynamics of programs. Only a few
provide basic animation by blinking or highligthing the
current state or statement.
Pictorial Janus (PJ), introduced by Kahn and Saraswat
in [9], is the complete visual representation of the concurrent logical programminglanguage Janus. PJ was the rst
representative of a programming language with a complete visual representation providing a smooth inherent
animation of the program's execution. In this article, we
extend PJ for timing speci cation (Timed PJ). We think
that Timed PJ, due to its complete visual representation,
provides new directions in the speci cation and analysis
of protocols. In order to make use of Timed PJ as a visual animation and high level speci cation front{end for
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II. Related Work

Today's popular means for system design are mainly
control ow oriented combined with data ow graphs
(Control/Data Flow Graph), rst order logic (Predicate
Transition Nets), or programming languages (Program{
State Machines) [8]. A recent trend shows the use
of advanced graphical environments for VHDL designs,
such as Process Model Graphs (PMG)[1], SpecCharts[8],
Speedcharts1 , and VisualHDL2. All of these means mainly
provide the graphical representation of the control ow{
e.g., hierarchical states annotated by VHDL code, state
transitions labeled by conditions, processes connected by
communication links{by the means of circles, (embedded)
boxes, and links between them. Those means which are
intended to aid VHDL modeling support the entry of process statements and expressions in textual form. vVHDL
additionally gives an iconic representation of the various
sequential statements [13].
Some of these systems provide very basic animation
facilities by blinking or changing the color of the currently active state symbol or statement. For the advanced
animation of concurrent systems various frameworks are
available. An overview can be found in [11]. Most systems
incorporate visualization tools for the generation of graphical representations, such as call graphs, execution history,
temporal orderings, traces, performance diagrams, XY
plots, in order to achieve an abstraction the animation
is based on. In this context we distinguish performance
and execution animation. In execution animation, most
1
2
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systems permit to change the graphical context of active
nodes and/or provide the motion of objects by switching and moving icons (e.g., HENCE[2]). In most systems
the user is required to modify the original program coding and integrating the animation scenes by hand (e.g.,
BALSA[5]).
In contrast to the currently popular means for system
speci cation, Pictorial Janus (PJ) provides the complete
visualization of the control ow and data ow without
any textual means. This permits a visual inspection of
both ows without combining two separated drawing or
retrieving the data dependencies from the textual program code. In contrast to the above animation frameworks, PJ uni es the means for de ning the program and
the animation. When drawing the program the user assigns the geometry and the layout for the animation to
the individual objects. Additionly, PJ provides a smooth
continuous animation of its execution providing continuous movements and actions{not just blinking objects or
changing the color. Nevertheless, PJ lacks the notion of
time and no investigation for the foreign code integration
has been done so far.
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Fig. 1. PJ Objects

(argument) ports. The behavior of an agent is de ned by
a set of rules which are located inside its contour. A rule is
basically a copy of the agent's body (contour and ports).
The rule de nes the behavior of an agent with respect to
di erent input patterns (guards). The guards are de ned
outside the rule's contour whereas the behavior (subconguration) is de ned inside the rule's contour. Within the
guards, the relation objects are used to de ne constraints
between messages. The new objects (subcon guration),
i.e., messages, functions, and agents, which are being created when matching the individual rule, are located inside
the rule's contour. Instead of explicitly specifying the behavior of an agent a call arrow may instantiate the rules
from a another agent. This is similar to a procedure call
in imperative programming languages. Call arrows give
the control ow in a PJ program. Functions have a predened behavior denoted by a symbol inside their contours.
So{called channels establish directed connections between
two external ports. Their intuitive meaning is to \send"
messages to other agents. For a more compact representation of PJ drawings two shorthands are introduced in
Figure 2.

III. Pictorial Janus (PJ)

Pictorial Janus (PJ) is a complete visual programming
language based on the parallel logical programming language Janus introduced by Kahn and Saraswat in [9].
A. PJ Objects and their Topological Semantics
A PJ program is composed of graphical primitives,
i.e., closed contours and connections between them. The
meaning of a closed contour is independent from its geometrical representation and graphical context, i.e., shape,
size, color, etc. The meaning of a PJ object is only given
by the topological relationships touching/not-touching
and inside/outside to other PJ primitives. Basically, PJ
distinguishes messages, agents, functions, and connections. Each of these elements may have ports in order
to establish a connection to other objects. We distinguish
external and internal ports corresponding to their topology, i.e., whether the port is attached from the inside or
to the outside of an object. Figure 1 gives a list of the
di erent PJ elements. In that gure ports are lled grey
in order to emphasize their contours.
Constants and lists are referred to as messages. Constants hold values. Lists are used to set up more complex data structures carrying messages between agents
and functions. Di erent elements may be connected by
links, which are represented by undirected lines. In most
cases a link is used to connect an internal port with an
external one. E.g., the internal port of a list element or
constant may be linked to the external port of another
list element. Links represent data dependencies.
Functions and agents consume and produce messages.
An agent is given by a closed contour with a set of external
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Fig. 2. Shorthands

We brie y outline PJ by the example of an elevator controller. Figure 3 shows the corresponding agents with two
ports for holding the current and the requested oor. The
current oor is given by the value 3. At the other port
the values 4 and 1 are scheduled. The behavior is speci ed in form of 3 rules. The rst one decrements (,,)
the current oor when the current oor is greater than
the rst message, i.e., the rst element of the requested
oors. In the third rule the current oor is incremented.
In both cases a new subcon guration with a function incrementing/decrementing the current oor and the recur2
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Fig. 4. System Level Animation

expire. All timers which have reached their expiration by
the update of the current time are resumed and executed,
i.e., they are replaced by a link and an event is sent to
the agent/function at their output.

Fig. 3. Elevator Controller

sive replacement of the agent is spawned. The last rule
matches if the requested oor equals the current oor. In C. Animation
that case the current oor is simply saved and the second
A PJ drawing is a snapshot of a computation. Moremessage of the queued requests becomes the new request.
over, PJ provides the complete visualization of the computation by an inherent advanced animation. Due to their
B. Execution
rotational and dilational invariance PJ objects may vary
PJ de nes a set of concurrently communicating agents in size and outlook during the execution or animation, resending and receiving messages. In the case that an event spectively. When the animation advances valid PJ follow{
has been detected at any external port of an agent, i.e., up con gurations are derived from the current con guraany message is scheduled, the agent resumes and executes tion. We distinguish the animation on system level and
the behavior of one rule which has successfully matched, on component level.
i.e., the corresponding subcon guration is created and
The system level animation displays the agents as black
linked to the existing con guration. The rule is being boxes. Only the agents and the scheduling and consuming
selected by a pattern matching of the incoming messages of messages is displayed at this level. Figure 4 gives three
w.r.t. the guards of each rule. After the selection the snapshots when animating the example in Figure 3 at
matched objects and the original agent is being destroyed. system level. Frame 1 shows the start con guration. In
A function executes accordingly when all messages at its Frame 2, the current oor is incremented when matching
input are available.
the upper left rule. Frame 3 presents the con guration
In order to introduce the notion of time to PJ for real{ when the current oor equals the request and the rst
time applications we introduce the concept of timers3. A message has been removed from the input queue.
timer is a unary function which when being created start
The component level animation completely animates
a timeout. The duration i of its timeout is given inside the pattern matching, the selection, creation, and linking
its contour. Timers are controlled by a global clock which of a subcon guration. Once a rule has been selected the
is denoted as the current simulation time c . Thus, when other rules disappear and the selected rule is continuously
being created a timer i expires at c + i. The Timed enlarged until the guard and its contour overlap the corPJ execution cycle is sketched by the computation steps responding objects of the agent. Thereafter, the matched
given in the following algorithm.
objects including the guard as well as the agent's and the
rule's contour smoothly disappear animating the linking
While TRUE do
of the subcon guration. Then, the shrinking of links anFor each agent/function do
imates the movement of messages. Due to limitations in
If input event then
resume and execute agent/function
space, we have to restrict our view to the system level
else
animation in the remainder of this article.
update current time;
t

T

t

od;
od;

T

t

resume and execute expired timers;

IV. Pictorial (V)HDL

Timers execute on the advance of the current time. The
In order to make use of PJ to capture and animate hardabove algorithm advances the time if no other events have ware descriptions we have to investigate the integration of
occurred at any agent or function. In that case the current VHDL into Timed PJ's visual framework by introducing
time is updated to the time the next timer is expected to Pictorial (V)HDL (PHDL). The integration is required to
make use of existing VHDL code. Additionally, the Timed
3 The introduced concept of time is comparable to that of the
CCITT standard speci cation language SDL[12].
PJ/VHDL co{speci cation overcomes some disadvantages
3

the rule's contour the contour of the agent which embeds
the VHDL code which is associated with the environment
by the port map (d bus => data, a bus => address, state
=> state, ...); The constant at the upper top of the agent
denotes the next state of the microprocessor. In our example, the next state is assigned from the embedded VHDL
process w.r.t. the decoded instruction, i.e., whether there
is a read request, a write request, etc.

of Timed PJ (see also [12]). The integration has two aspects. Firstly, the interfacing of VHDL with PJ drawings
has to be de ned. Secondly, both execution models have
to be uni ed preserving the execution semantics of VHDL
without con icting the animation semantics of Timed PJ.
A. The PHDL Capture
In order to assign VHDL programs to PJ rules we introduce the concept of foreign PJ rules. A foreign rule is
associated with a set of (sequential) VHDL statements.
This introduces a concept for assigning VHDL processes
to PJ rules. There is an implicit wait statement of the
form \wait until guard;" assumed as the last statement
where guard is the guard of the enclosing PJ rule. Each
time a foreign rule is being matched the VHDL statements
are executed in sequential order suspending after the last
statement4 . The VHDL port signals are associated with
the PJ ports by a port map declaration5. In PHDL, the
linked output message waiting for a driving value is denoted by a !{symbol when associated to an outport. The
symbol is replaced by the driving value of the associated
signal as soon as it changes its value. Correspondingly,
the ?{symbol is used in a guard if the value of a message
has to be passed to an associated VHDL port The value is
assigned as soon as the rule matches. Additionally, that
signal is set active in order to invoke the propagation of
the e ective value to the net of embedded VHDL objects.

B. The PHDL Execution Cycle
In this subsection, we sketch the integrated Timed
PJ/VHDL simulator concentrating on the core concepts
of the execution rather than discussion details, such as
shared variables and postponed processes. This is mainly
due to the complexity of the full VHDL'93 simulator and
the richness of the VHDL'93 language. A formal speci cation of the full VHDL'93 simulator can be found in [3].
The following algorithm sketches the very basic steps of
a VHDL simulator.
While current time < TIME'HIGH do
if no signal events and no expired timeouts at Tc then
update current time Tc ;
compute new signal events and new timeouts;
;
check for (events and true condition) and expired timeouts;
execute processes;
wait until all processes suspended;
od;

Until the current simulation time is advanced to the
nal simulation time (TIME'HIGH) each simulation cycles performs as follows. If any event on signals is detected or any timeout expires (wait for 0 ns) as a result
of the previous simulation cycle a delta cycle has to be
performed, i.e., the current simulation time is not advanced. Processes which are suspended on these events
or on expired timeouts have to be resumed. If a process
has been suspended on a condition the condition has to be
checked. Thereafter, all resumed processes are executed
until each process is suspended again. Processes may generate events for the current simulation time when being
executed. If no event occurs on any signal or any timeout
expires at the current time c the current simulation time
is updated to the time when the next event occurs. Thereafter, these events are generated and the expiration of all
timeouts expiring at the new current time ( n ) are computed. As a result processes are resumed and executed
again, etc.
In order to extend the above VHDL simulator by the
execution model of Timed PJ as it is de ned in the previous section we have to extend the notion of a VHDL
event. In PHDL, we interpret event as: (1) event on any
external port of a PJ agent when any message is scheduled, (2) expiration of any PJ timer, (3) event on signals
w.r.t. the VHDL'93 LRM [14], or (4) expiration of any
VHDL timeout generated by a wait for statement. Under
these assumption the PHDL execution cycle is sketched
by the following steps.

state
reset

read

readInstr

write

!

clk
rdy

1

data

?

address

IR := d_bus;
IR_opcode := decode_Instr(IR);
case IR_opcode is
when RDPSR => ...;
when RDTBR => ...;
when ...
=> ...;
...
end case;

T

Fig. 5. Example for Integrating VHDL into Timed PJ

t

We outline the application of PHDL by the example
given in Figure 5. This example de nes the decoding of
the instruction of a simpli ed microprocessor. The rule
matches if the microprocessor is in state readInstr, there is
a down edge at the clock input6, the ready signal applies,
and there is a message available at the data input. Inside
This requires the concept of persistent PHDL agents.
This requires the assignment of object identi ers to PJ ports.
The clock message is shaped corresponding to its semantics
CLK{DOWN in this example.
4
5
6

4

While current time < TIME'HIGH do
if no events at current time then
update current time;
compute new events;
;
execute processes/agents/functions
sensitive on events and/or true condition;
wait until all processes/agents/functions are suspended;
od;

source:
destination:
process begin
process begin
Data <= Bu er after t6;
wait until DR = '1';
DR <= '1' after t1;
Bu er <= Data;
DR <= '0' after t2;
DA <= '1' after t3;
wait until DA = '1';
DA <= '0' after t4;
Data <= null after t5;
end process;
end process;

When simulating the above VHDL program the case
+ 3 + 5 + 6 , results in the timing given in Figure 7. This timing is due to the preemptive scheduling of
waveform elements performed by a VHDL signal assignment statement. As even shown by this simple example,
VHDL programs are sometimes cumbersome in the debugging of timing failures. Considering the VHDL output it is not obvious that the value of 4 results in the
unexpected behavior and that the correct timing can be
achieved by decreasing 4 or increasing 1 3 5 or 6. In
that case the user is confronted with the detailed analysis
of the signal attributes. To our knowledge, the analysis of attributes during the multiple simulation cycles is
not well supported by any of the existing simulation environments. These situations require dedicated tools, such
as timing diagram editors generating VHDL code[4, 10].
Nevertheless, since they do not support backannotation
their application seems to be limited to the initial timing
speci cation.

If any of the previously de ned events have occurred it has to be checked whether any VHDL process/Timed PJ function may resume or any rule of a
Timed PJ agent 7 may match the newly scheduled messages. If the check evaluates to true the corresponding process/function/agent is executed until it suspends.
Timed PJ functions are de ned to be suspended on their
destruction. Recall here, that each function is destroyed
when it has produced its output. A Timed PJ agent is
de ned to be suspended after it has executed the matched
rule. In the case that no events have been generated for
the current simulation cycle the current time is advanced
to the occurrence of the next event. These events may
be a signal event, an expired timeout, or an expired PJ
timer.
Comparing the above PHDL execution cycle with the
previously sketched VHDL execution cycle it is easy to
see that the PHDL simulator supersedes the behavior of
the VHDL simulator and thus is able to run pure VHDL
models as de ned by the IEEE standard.
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V. Example
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For our nal example we have chosen a non interlocked
bus protocol (see [15]) since this protocol is safety critical Fig. 7. VHDL Simulation Timing Diagram
and thus serves best for demonstrating problems during
the analysis. The protocol speci es the data transfer from
a source to a destination. The transfer is synchronized by
Since there is no preemptive scheduling in Timed PJ
a data request (DR) and a data accepted (DA) line.
values do not necessarily have to be reset in Timed PJ
speci cations. The reset is implicitly given when \consuming" the message. Timers can be used to model timData
ing relationships between events where the arrival of a
DR
message at a port refers to an event in the timing diaDA
t2
t4
t1
gram, e.g., DR high and DA high. Thus, a timer models
t3
t5
t6
the distance between two events.
For additional timing intervals in the following Timed
PJ
example, we set 8 = 1 + 3 + 5 , 9 = 8 + 6 , 10 = 1 +
Fig. 6. Non Interlocked Protocol Timing
,3 and 11 = 5 + 6 . 1 { 11 de ne the set of the relevant
intervals required for an adequate analysis of the timing
The timing diagram in Figure 6 depicts the behavior constraints. Figure 8 and 9 show the PJ speci cation
level w.r.t. the timing diagram given in
of that protocol. The source rst puts data on the bus. at component
8.
Figure
6
After a delay 1 it drives DR to high. The destination is
In Figure 8, the rule of the source agent sends the data
sensitive to DR and sets DA. The source which is sensiand
the '1'{message via Data and DR. The rule is applied
tive to DA removes the data from the bus. When modelif
a
'1'{message
is matched at the DA input. Figure 9 deing signal changes in the timing diagram by transactions
nes
2
rules.
If
the
destination matches the data message
(generated by signal assignments) results in the following
and
a
'1'{value
at
the DR input it noti es the receipt
VHDL speci cation.
t
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7 This covers guarded processes which are integrated as foreign
code.

8 Note, that for a more detailed analysis message can also be used
to represent edges indicating a signal change.
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applying its rst rule which leads to the con guration in
Frame 3. After the expiration of 8 and 4 the destination
matches and removes the null{value at the data input.
Next, 11 expires and applies a message to the DA input
of the source (Frame 5). The source agent immediately
matches the DA{event and schedules further values and
timers to Data and DR. The follow{up con guration after
the expiration of 9 in shown in Frame 2. The remaining animation iterates between the con guration given in
Frame 2 and the con guration given in Frame 6.
The animation, as depicted in Figure 10, allows the detection of timing anomalies. Since each message is headed
by a timer the value of the message is not directly scheduled to the port but it is scheduled after the expiration
of the timer. This models the delayed application of values. A timing error occurs if at any input two values are
scheduled with no timer between them. In the context of
digital components this means that a connection is driven
by two values at the same time which refers to an error in
protocol design, i.e., to a functional or timing error. Consider, for instance, Frame 6 in the above example. Under
some invalid timing conditions, timer 8 may expire before
the expiration of the rst 9 .
Another timing error occurs if a new value is scheduled when the value on that channel is still valid. That
means, if two timers are scheduled with no message between them. This can be the case if DA is not reset before
the start of the next transfer cycle (see also Figure 7). In
that case, 4 will be kept through the Frames 4-6 of the
rst cycle. If 4 still exists in the second cycle until Frame
3, timer 11 is scheduled directly after 4 which marks a
violation of the protocol.
The previous example demonstrates that in Timed PJ,
functional errors and anomalies can not only be detected
by a visual inspection of the static drawing. Additionally, an advanced visual inspection can be performed
by animating the speci cation. The iterative animation
easily allows to detect functional errors. Lost messages
and deadlocks will stop the animation after a few cycles.
Wrongly duplicated messages over ow the input queue at
an external port. Wrongly linked objects result in a visual
chaos. In almost all cases it is easy to detect the intermediate con guration which is responsible for the chaotic
behavior when starting the initial con guration for a second run or stepping back to previous con gurations. A
visual inspection of the individual intermediate con guration allows us to detect the functional error at any step
of the animation. Since the scheduled values are kept although the timing constraints are hidden the future congurations can be investigated in details by continuing the
animation. This allows, for instance, to analyze whether
a invalid local timing in uences the further general behavior and results in the instability of the total system.
In Timed PJ, the bug is really visible and can be corrected or removed by modifying the drawing. Compared
to a VHDL simulation this is a qualitative improvement
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Fig. 8. Component Level Speci cation of the Source Agent

by a '1'{message at the DA output. The second rule of
this agent just removes the null{value from the Data input. In order to represent timing constraints, messages
are headed by timers which postpone the delivery of the
message by a time i. This speci es the timing distance
to the generated event where the appended timer models
the duration the signal is assumed to be high. Consider,
for instance, the upper rule of the destination agent. This
rule schedules two timers ( 11 and 4 ) which enclose a '1'{
value at the DA channel. 11 models the distance between
two DA{High events where the timer 4 models the duration of the DA{High signal.
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Figure 10 gives 6 animation snapshots being produced
when animating the con guration based on the de nitions
given in Figure 8 and 9. In order to concentrate on the
communication aspects of the protocol we outline the example by running a system level animation. This Timed
PJ con guration was speci ed in order to run an iterative
animation, i.e., the last con guration of a transfer cycle
(Frame 6) is the predecessor of the rst con guration of
the next cycle (Frame 2). Thus, an arbitrary number
of animation cycles can be performed if required. In the
given example, Frame 2 shows the messages and timer being created when matching the rule of the source agent.
The next con guration results from the expiration of 10.
On the receipt of the data message and the expiration of
timer 10 the destination agent applies its rst rule creating a message as well as 4 and 11 on DR. The destination
agent matches the values at the Data and DR input by
t
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Fig. 10. Animation of Non Interlocked Protocol

when analyzing the behavior during the very rst design
phases.
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VI. Conclusion and Outlook

We have demonstrated that Pictorial (V)HDL provides
additional qualitative means for the prototyping, speci cation, and debugging of highly concurrent systems.
Additionally, we have shown how VHDL designs can be
smoothly integrated into the visual environment of Timed
PJ preserving the simulation semantics of VHDL. Due to
limitations in space we have only sketched the integrated
PJ/VHDL execution cycle. Based on the work introduced
in [3] a complete formal model will be available soon. In
this paper, we have demonstrated our approach by the
example of a low level bus protocol. Additional investigations show the speci cation of high level transport
protocols, such as the Ethernet CSMA/CD protocol, as
well as the transformation of general SDL speci cations
to Timed PJ [12].
Nevertheless, Pictorial (V)HDL has not been introduced to replace the existing analysis tools, like simulators or protocol veri ers, nor to replace existing means,
like timing diagrams, hierarchical state machines, control
ow graphs, etc. Our purpose when presenting this language is to indicate new directions in the visualization and
advanced animation which still have to nd a place in general systems design. Nevertheless, we see some problems
for getting a Pictorial (V)HDL{like language accepted by
the general hardware designer. This mainly refers to an
educational problem since electrical engineers as well as
most computer scientists are not well educated in concurrent logic programming languages.
We have implemented a basic Timed PJ Editor under
X11R5 and MS-Windows based on our in{house editor
toolkit EOS. Signi cant e ort went into the implementation of the animation and debugging facilities which has
recently been completed for SunOS. After a nal tuning
we expect to start the VHDL integration soon.
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